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An inquiry into the analogy of the arts, philosophy and religion in the middle ages. Study of the correlation between gothic architecture and scholastic philosophy. Examination of architectural style and structure as equivalents to definitions of order and thought. With notes and photos.
Gothic Architecture and Scholasticism book. Read 15 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. Book by Erwin Panofsky. Original Title. Gothic Architecture and Scholasticism: An inquiry into the analogy of the arts, philosophy, and religion in the Middle Ages. ISBN. 0970821654 (ISBN13: 9780970821652). Other Editions (20). All Editions | Add a New Edition | Combine. ...Less Detail edit details. Friend Reviews. The connection between Gothic architecture and Scholasticism begins with the town professionals of each field. The two most well read professionals in the medieval “town” would have been the scholar and the architect. The scholar commonly a cleric devoted his life to writing and teaching. Gothic architecture evolved at a time of profound social and economic change in Western Europe. In the late eleventh and twelfth centuries trade and industry were revived, particularly in northern Italy and Flanders, and a lively commerce brought about better communications, not only between neighboring towns but also between far distant regions. Politically, the twelfth century was also the time of the expansion and consolidation of the State. Feltham: The Hamlyn Publishing Group, 1968. Panofsky, E. Gothic Architecture and Scholasticism. Latrobe: Faber and Faber Limited, 1951. Simson, Otto von.